
 

If you're learning Kannada and find it difficult to memorize the alphabet, we have just the thing for you. Pronounce the first letter of each word in this paragraph to establish a squeaky, high-pitched pattern. Rabbit year four ago found a gray egg on the floor happy! Rubber apples make great snacks for lunch break. Raccoon dances with joy when he sees me working hard. Once, you ran away because
you were scared of the big dog. If you're not up to scratch in school, no one will let you go to prom. Today's lesson is counting backward from ten by twos. You couldn't ride the bicycle down the stairs because it was red and shiny! When I saw this picture, I wanted to be like him right away .But he was so busy typing he didn't look at me .I came closer and smiled at him .He smiled back and I thought
'Wow!' There was this random stranger who gave me a friendly smile that day; Mr Ganesh . Ganesh is a common name in many places in India. It's a name of a Hindu God, Ganesha . He is also known as Ganapati in Hindi, and it means 'Benefactor' . He is represented with an elephant head, a human torso and a human lower body. He holds a staff or a sceptre in his hand with his trunk at the top.
Ganesh plays an important role in Hinduism. In Indian rituals , the idol of Ganesh is worshipped along with Lakshmi and Surya . This name was one of the few which I remember from my childhood days. I'm sure many Kannadigas and non-Kannadigas share the same sentiment. We often forgot about him and came across him on certain occasions of life . Father: “Shall we invite Ganesh for the house
warming ceremony?” Mother: “Excellent idea, we can ask him to come with his family as well!” Brother: "Why do we need to bring Ganesh? He is never of any use." F amily friend: " Hey, let's go over there , Ganesh is having a party!" Father : "Ganesh has just taken admission in this college. His first assignment is tomorrow. He should study well" Mother: “Ganesh, I need your help with the car. The
door needs fixing .We will have to remove the handle first.” Friend : "Hey , I want to take a day off from work to watch a movie with you. Why don't you pick me up from my place at around 8 tonight?" Girlfriend: "I want to break up." Boyfriend: “Why?” Girlfriend: “You never offered me your best and only Ganesh Bidi (snack).
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